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Free Histogram Maker is a straightforward and very easy to use piece of software that can save you the time
and effort required to manually create charts, by allowing you to simply input the source values and obtain
your histogram within moments. Clean and practical appearance The application is very accessible and
intuitive, even for computer novices, as its self-explanatory functions make it simple to work with regardless of
your prior level of experience. Free Histogram Maker’s interface is made up of a single, adjustable window,
where the graph itself is displayed, while in the lower section of the screen it features the input field for your
values along with the ‘Classes’ menu. Swiftly generate histograms from a given set of values The program lets
you manually input the data that you wish to work with, separating them with a comma. However, if the
entries are too many or too complicated for you to type by hand, Free Histogram Maker lets you load a TXT
file. From the ‘Classes’ menu, you can choose a preferred setting, being able to use the ‘Auto’ mode or select
a number between 1 and 100. However, Free Histogram Maker does not let you determine the color of the
elements in your chart, nor other such appearance-related aspects. In terms of output format, the utility is
able to export the graphs as images, either as JPG, BMP or GIF, which you can then paste in your project. Their
size can only be adjusted by altering the dimensions of the program’s window. Moreover, you can print the
histogram with just a mouse click on the dedicated button in its interface. A useful histogram creator To
conclude, Free Histogram Maker is a handy and effective application that can help pupils and students quickly
generate charts from a given set of values, with quick results yet without too much effort entailed on your
part. Download Free Histogram Maker – Generator Tool – by Elegance Toolbar: Visit our site: Free Histogram
Maker – Generate Histogram – by Elegance Toolbar Download Free Histogram Maker – Generator Tool – by
Elegance Toolbar A cell phone is one of the most important instruments of our daily life. It also can be one of
the most dangerous instruments if it has not protected. It is also a known fact that more people than ever are
using a cell
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Histogram Maker is a reliable program designed to create great looking histograms. With this program, you
are able to create graphs containing samples of any possible data. What is more, with the help of this
program, you are able to create a great-looking graph in a fast, easy and user-friendly manner. There are a lot
of features that you can use to create great-looking histograms. Moreover, to help you create your graphs
faster, the program provides you with a special and very useful “Auto” mode. You can use either the real-time
or auto mode to create graphs and histograms. If you are having trouble creating graphs, you can use the help
function or the on-line video tutorials. Moreover, this program is very easy to use as it has a friendly user-
interface and looks very clear, clean and organized. What you can do with Histogram Maker: • Create graphs
containing samples of any possible data • Create graphs including text/font size/color and line types • Create
graphs in many different sizes and shapes • Change the color and font of the samples in the graphs • Share
your graphs • Print your graphs • Easily see the histograms (bars) on the graphs • Change the height of the
bars in the graphs • Export your graphs in different file types (PNG, JPG, BMP, GIF) What can go wrong with
Histogram Maker: Histogram Maker may appear to work fine but, in fact, it may not be compatible with the
version of your operating system. If the problem persists, you should reinstall the program. To get the most
out of Histogram Maker: The program does not allow you to choose the sample or input values, but instead it
generates samples for you. The user-interface of the program is very simple and easy to use. Each feature is
clearly labeled so that you will not have any trouble understanding how to use the program. A free trial
version of the application can be downloaded from its official website. NOTE: The trial version allows you to
use all the program’s functions, but restricts you to work with only three sample files, as well as to save the
graphs in the PNG format. Customer Reviews: 5 out of 5 based on 1 ratings Free PDF Maker Free PDF Maker is
a straightforward and very easy to
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What's New In?

Simple, neat and very effective tool for creating and editing simple histograms of data Comes with
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comprehensive help and a tutorial Helps you easily generate histograms of data without a knowledge of
statistics Also has support for drawing and creating line graphs Easy-to-use and easy-to-learn tool for
generating histograms Sets by default the class intervals in one-pixel steps and the value ranges between 1
and the given number of classes, thus making it simple to generate some histograms with a few mouse clicks
and without the help of a calculator or a graphing calculator. Manages different types of histograms (unimodal,
bimodal, trimodal, quartimodal,...), simple or overlapped by removing the bars of a bar chart and, at the same
time, automatically generating some histograms in which the bars of the bar graph are positioned vertically
The graph is adjusted in terms of its size and scale automatically There is an option to draw a graph that
matches the given class intervals and the values entered by you, which is useful if the class intervals and the
values are not precise or if you want to set some graphical clues for the data Clean and simple interface
Lightweight Can set by default the number of classes (up to 30), the values per class, the value interval (which
can be absolute or relative to the class value) And more Easy-to-use and easy-to-learn histogram creator
Histogram with bars (histogram with horizontal bars) Useful for people who can find it difficult to understand
histograms of data Can easily create histograms of data with one or more categories To learn more about how
to use histogram. Use histogram, histogram with vertical bars, histogram with vertical bars with labels,
histogram with bars with labels, histogram with diagonal bars, bars on vertical and horizontal axis, histogram
with diagonal bars, histogram with vertical and horizontal bars, histogram with vertical and horizontal bars
with labels, histogram with 2 rows, histogram with 2 columns, histogram with 2 vertical lines, histogram with 2
lines and labels, histogram with diagonal, vertical and horizontal bars and labels, histogram with 3 lines and
labels, histogram with 3 columns, histogram with diagonal, vertical, horizontal bars, labels, histogram with 2
vertical and horizontal lines, histogram with 2 lines and labels, histogram with vertical and horizontal lines,
labels, histogram with diagonals and lines, histogram with 2 bars and labels, histogram with vertical bars,
histogram with labels, histogram with 3 bars, histogram with 3 labels, histogram with vertical bars with labels,
histogram with labels, histogram with 3 vertical bars, histogram with vertical and horizontal bars, histogram
with labels, histogram with horizontal bars and labels, histogram with vertical bars, labels



System Requirements:

* Windows 7 or higher * Intel x86 processor * 1 GHz or higher processor clock speed * 1 GB RAM minimum *
DirectX 11 compatible graphics card with WDDM1.2 or higher, and DX10 supported driver * 24 MB available
hard disk space for installation * 1.3 GB available hard disk space for the final game after installation * Sound
card with support for DirectSound * At least 50 MB of RAM (Microsoft recommendation) * 128 MB Video card
RAM (Microsoft recommendation)
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